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The Road to Tiananmen Incident, 1988?1990:  
Its Background, Process and Outcome from the Standpoint of Japan
Kimihiko Baba
The Tiananmen Incident, happened on June Forth in 1989, how should it be evaluated as the  
epoch-making event? That incident, although passed for two decades, was not only disregarded as an  
doubtful historical fact, but also was sealed because people were forced to prohibit from mentioning,  
reminding or memorizing it. As a result of the strict close of the entry gate to search into the truth, it 
seems for us as if it has not occurred incident itself. However, on the contrary to the Westerners includ-
ing Japanese anticipated, China has not isolated among the international society, one party autocracy sys-
tem of CCP has not collapsed, Chinese economy has performed the rapid recovery brilliantly far from 
the bankruptcy in spite of the economic sanction imposed by the Western governments after the Inci-
dent. The traces of the Incident has already wiped out utterly from the surface of the Chinese society.
We are not able to grasp the factor and result of the Incident only from the domestic circumstances. 
We should not overlook the impact of ?the great international climate? expressed by Deng Xiao-ping and 
need to look down and interpret from the point of the world historical point of view. More than that, we 
have to seek into various complicated elements, especially the each state condition in several concerned 
areas or historical characters. Here in this paper, we try to analyze the historical experience from the 
pre-history, through the process till the direct outcome of the Tiananmen Incident for three years from 
1988 to 1990 on the view of contemporary Japanese. 
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